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01/06/2017 

Europa Truck Trial Italy #02/17 

Ready for action! After the first German stage on May 13 and 14 in Hulen / Lauchheim, and 

the second that has just ended in France at Montalieu-Vercieu, now is time for Italy with the third 

run of the Europa Truck Trial championship that will take place in Oleggio ( NO) on the weekend 

of 10 and 11 June. This is an important occasion for our national motorsport because it is the first 

time that this historic European championship coming in our peninsula. 

Step by step the general rankings are outlining and the "battle", always sporty, to get to the 

head positions is more than ever turned on. The Truck Trial crews, divided into 4 categories (2 axes, 

3 axles, 4 axles and prototypes), are eager to face the Oleggio's new track. 

Mya Eventi, the Italian organizer, and OVS, the entire championship manager, have worked 

hard to provide the public with an unforgettable spectacle while at the same time providing to the 

teams with the high qualitative and competitive standards they are accustomed to. 

RACE SCHEDULE: 

Saturday 10/06/17 

09.00: Driver Briefing - 09.30 / 18.00: Race 

Sunday 11/06/17 

08.30: Driver Briefing - 09.00 / 18.00: Race - 20.00: Awards Ceremony 

 

EUROPA TRUCK TRIAL ITALY shortly 

- Event name: Europa Truck Trial Italy 

- Date: 10-11 june 2017 

- Location: via Canapi 25 Oleggio (NO) - GPS  45 ° 35'08.2 "N 8 ° 40'22.0" E 

- Ticket: www.europatrucktrial.it 

- Info: www.europatrucktrial.it – info@europatrucktrial.it 

- Motorhomes area: not far from the race field; Entrance 10,00 € - N 45.57389 E 8.67556 

Oleggio is 14 km north of Novara, approximately halfway between the city and Lake Maggiore and 

is also 10 km from Milano-Malpensa airport. The site is located near the SP 527, GPS 45.585605, 

8.672783 - 45 ° 35'08.2 "N 8 ° 40'22.0" E  
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ETTI TEAMS BY CATEGORY 
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N.B.: This list of crews registered in the race could be varied and is not indicative of the crews that 

will be in the race in Oleggio. 

 

On the official website of www.europatrucktrial.org, you can consult the race rankings. 


